Divisible workloads are that kind ofworkloads that can be partitioned by the scheduler into arbitrary 'chunks'. The problem ofscheduling divisible loads has been defined for a long time, however, handful solutions have been proposed. Furthermore, almost all proposed approaches attempt to perform scheduling in a dedicated environment (i. e., for processing local tasks only) such as a LAN, whereas scheduling in nondedicated environments (i.e., for processing local and external tasks) such as Grids remains an open problem. In Grids, the incessant variation of workstation's power is the chief difficulty in planning how to split and distribute workloads to these workstations. This paper presents a new strategy, called 2-Phase Prediction (2PP) for CPU power. By integrating this strategy and the UMR algorithm, a static scheduling algorithm that is designed for dedicated environments, we develop a new dynamic scheduling algorithm suitable for non-dedicated environment. Our experimental results show that our algorithm is superior to the UMR as the former is able to adapt to the dynamicity ofGrid workers.
Introduction
A Divisible Load [ 1 ] is the load that can be arbitrarily partitioned into any number of fractions. It is typically encountered in many domains of science and technology such as protein sequence analysis, simulation of cellular micro physiology, parallel and distributed image processing, video processing, and multimedia [2] . The loads of these applications are inherently colossal such that more than one worker is needed to handle it. The profusion of workers in a distributed computing environment such as the Grid [2] makes the latter a promising platform for processing divisible loads. As usual, this raises the question concerning the problem of scheduling, that is, how to divide a workload that resides at a computer (the master) into chunks and how to assign these chunks to other Grid computers (workers) so that the execution time (makespan) is minimal.
Abundant scheduling approaches and algorithms have been proposed, however, almost all of them assume that computational resources at workers are dedicated. This assumption renders these algorithms impractical in distributed environments such as Grids where computational resources are expected to serve local tasks, which have the higher priority, in addition to the Grid tasks. The purpose of our research is to develop an efficient multi round scheduling algorithm for non-dedicated dynamic environments such as Grids.
The contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows: * Building a model to represent worker's activities with respect to processing local and external Grid tasks. * Developing a new strategy for predicting the computing power of a worker, i.e., the portion of the original CPU power that can be donated to Grid applications. * Proposing a new dynamic scheduling algorithm by incorporating the performance model and the prediction method into the UMR algorithm [3] , which is originally a static scheduling algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some of the static and dynamic scheduling algorithms. Section 3 briefly describes the heterogeneous platform on which our algorithms operate and present an execution model for local and Grid tasks. Section 4 presents our CPU power prediction strategy and explains how to incorporate it into the scheduling algorithm. Section 5 describes the simulation experiments we have conducted in order to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Section 6 concludes our paper.
Grid Computation Model
Divisible loads scheduling is based on the Divisible Load Theory [1] . The goal of load scheduling is to minimize the overall execution time (or makespan) by finding an optimal strategy to split the total loads into many chunks as well as finding a reasonable order of workers to receive chunks from the master. The first multi-round algorithm, which was introduced by Bharadwaj as a Multi-Installment algorithm (MI) [1] , optimizes the makespan by exploiting the overlap between computation and communication processes.
Beaumont [4] proposes another multi-round scheduling algorithm that fixes the execution time throughout any round. Yang et al. extend the MI algorithm by making it more realistic as they factor in the computation and communication latencies. Their UMR (Uniform Multi Round) algorithm [3] is ultimately based on the premise of making the total time of data transfer and execution the same in each round for each worker. This assumption enables them to analyze the constraints and determine the nearoptimal number of rounds as well as the size of chunks in each round. Our work in this research extends the UMR algorithm and augments its scheduling mechanism.
The above described algorithms are deemed static because they assume that the full computational capacity of workers is constantly available and can be readily tapped into, which makes them impractical for dynamic environments such as the Grid. Workers hooked to the Grid are supposed to handle locally arriving tasks, first, and donate their unused time to the external Grid tasks. As a result, any scheduling that assumes guaranteed CPU capacity of a worker is deemed implausible in this dynamic environment.
The RUMR [5] is a step towards algorithm dynamicity as it shows tolerance towards errors in predicting the available CPU power using the Factoring method. However, all of the RUMR parameters are determined once before the RUMR starts and retained fixed afterwards, which makes the RUMR a non-adaptive scheduling algorithm. Apparently, dynamic algorithms are more appropriate for Grids. In [6] we use Mixed-Tendency Based prediction strategy to estimate workers' power. However, the Mixed-Tendency Based strategy [7] considers the aggregate execution of applications, while our computation model discussed in this paper is based on the M/M/1 model [8] that ultimately takes into consideration the distinction between local and Grid task. This should present a more realistic model.
Heterogeneous Platform
Let us consider a computation Grid in which a master process has access to N computing workers. We assume that the master uses its network connection in a sequential fashion. i.e., it does not send chunks to some workers simultaneously. Workers can receive data from network and perform computation simultaneously. The following notation will be used throughout this paper: * Wtotal: the total amount of workload. 
Non-Dedicated Model
During the execution of a Grid task, some local tasks may arrive causing to interrupt the execution of the lower priority Grid tasks. The arrival of the local tasks of worker i is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with arrival rate Ai, their execution process follows an exponential distribution with service rate 'u, and the local task process in the worker is an M/M/1 queuing system [8] . The 
Experiments
In order to evaluate the new algorithm, we developed a simulator using the SIMGRID [9] toolkit, which is specially designed for building simulations for various scheduling algorithms in parallel and distributed environments. We compare the The average processing time of local tasks: 20 (s). One of the chief differences between the UMR algorithm and ours is the ability of the latter to scheduling load chunks in light of the estimated CPU power for each worker. Hence, and in order to quiz the performance of the two algorithms, we intensified the arrival rate of local tasks on the strongest worker, iRMX, by ten times more than any other worker. As a result, this worker ends up, practically, being the weakest worker with respect to the available CPU power for the Grid tasks. Unlike our 2PP-based algorithm, the UMR does not recognize this fact as it assumes that iRMX continually offers all of its capacity to the Grid tasks. Therefore, the UMR mistakenly keeps sending the bigger chunks of workload to iRMX, which leads to performance deterioration. Figure 2 shows the performance of the UMR vs. our 2PP-based algorithm under different arrival rate of local tasks. The 2PP algorithm keeps outperforming the UMR with respect to the task makespan.
Similarly, we experiment with configuration II that has the following setup: The average processing time of local tasks: 40 (s). As we do in the first configuration setup, we exposed the top 10% of the workers to a higher arrival rate of local tasks. Again, as shown in Figure 3 , the 2PP outperforms the UMR as the latter is not aware of worker macnine. Based on me estimated run-time computational power available, we decide on how to distribute workload chunks. The superior results that our algorithm exhibit suggest that the 2PP-based algorithm is adaptive and more suitable for dynamic, non-dedicated environments such as the Grid.
